Ceiling Fan
Manual
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Ceiling Fan
Power

Model

Voltage

R.P.M

Consumption
(Maximum)

Y16-AC
Y15-AC
Y14-AC

110V
60Hz

High

45~43 W

Medium

40~31 W

Low

36~24 W

Y16-DC

110V

High

25~22 W

Y15-DC

220V

Medium

15~12 W

Y14-DC

50/60Hz

Low

10~8 W

High

45 W

Medium

35 W

Low

25 w

Y16-AC-2
Y15-AC-2
Y14-AC-2

220V
50/60Hz

※SIZE：602x602x190mm

WEIGHT：5.2-5.4kg

Notice of Installing
1. The installing diagram is at the left hand side.
2. Please make sure the size of ceiling tile is 600 x 600 mm.
3. Let the person who has technical qualification do the
installing.
4. Please use the switch with security certificate.
5. Please double check the voltage before installing.
6. If installing several ceiling fans, there are at least 4 ceiling
tiles between two ceiling fans.
7. Make sure the ceiling tile can sustain 20 kg before
installing.
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Standard Equipment
1. Ceiling fan × 1 unit
2. Remote control with batteries × 1 set

Installation Guide

★Please use the wire is 1.6mm-2.0mm
1. Remove the ceiling tile

2. Put the ceiling fan to the
ceiling

3. Let the ceiling fan still horizontal with ceiling.
4. Connect with the wire
Please turn off /disconnect the power before installing!
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Notice of operating
1. Please do not block the blades or the turntable when the ceiling
fan is operating.
2. Please do not use any spray on the ceiling fan.
3. The limitation of environment
A.

The voltage have to within the certain range: 110V±10%/220V
±10%

B.

Temperature of environment：0 ~ 45℃

C.

Humidity of environment ≦ 80%

3. This product cannot use at the environment with a lot of dust and
soot.
4. Please do not refit by yourself or replace any parts which are not
from the manufacturer.
5. Please do the maintenance periodically.

Manual of remote control
Light of power
Natural wind
mode
Turntable
switch

High speed



There are 4 speeds modes (high,
medium, low and natural wind).

Medium speed

Low speed

There is the switch of turntable. Turn
it on for cycling or set it in a certain

Power
switch

direction.



The battery of remote control is
No.4 battery. (1.5Vx2)



Please remove the batteries if you
don’t use the remote control.
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Please do the recycling for

discarding batteries.

Dismantling and Maintenance
1. Please turn off /disconnect the power before
dismantling and do the maintenance.
2. Take apart the housing
(The housing of Y14-Fan series are different, but the
way of dismantling is the same )

Take out the screws
at the corners of
housing (4 Pcs)

Take out the housing

Please notice
the relative
position when
assembling
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3. Dismantle the blades
Loose the center clockwise and take out the blades

When do the installation,
the blades have to install
properly on the axis.
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 Do not wash the base of ceiling fan by water. The blades and the
center are washable, but they have to be dry before assembling.

4. Dismantle the turntable
Loose the cover of turntable anticlockwise
and take out the turntable

When do the installation, the turntable
have to install on the fixed mount.

 Please do not wash the housing by water. The turntable and the
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cover of the turntable are washable, but they have to be dry
before assembling.

Simple Troubleshooting
Remote control is not
operating

The batteries are out of
power or loosened

Check the batteries

Fan is not operating

The power is off

Check the power

Did not assemble properly

Please follow the
instruction of manual and
do the reassembling

Installed unevenly

Do the installation again

There are foreign objects
in the ceiling fan

Check the inner of
ceiling fan

Turntable is not
operating

Strange noises

Ya Suh Dar Co.,Ltd
Head Office
No.332,Lane 549,Sec.2,Sanfang Road, Fengyuan Dist.,
Taichung, Taiwan 42073
 04-25278062



04-25293889

 yasuda.fan@msa.hinet.net
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